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lot ate
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Nigeria into gcowolitical 

mnes.

By the end ofthe lesson, pupils 

L Name the Nigerian peoples 

in the mne and their locations; 

occupations of Yoruba and 

Egun pcoplc in thc predonial 

times and post- colonial times. 

'//;nce, on map

of Niggria.

4, pupils jn

cz;jminc 

5, pupij% 

the 

jn 

political

idcnti(y

rcasons Niggrja ic divided into

the getmjitical

thc 

Pupils 

Nigerian 

asa 

people 

mention

in the
1. 

south-west geo-politic-al znne

as wen as their locations.

2, pupiL in small voups

locate the peoples on the map

ofNigcria showing the v;uth•

West gerypoJiticaJ "/Jjnc,

perzon%l

development

and colJzborat:on

4. Jåtcrary

3. Discuss the main mode of 3. Pupils asa class dig-u.% the

transportation ofthe people ofthe main pre-colonial and 

of the

pmt-

geopolitical zone in the pre-

colonial times and post-

colonial times

4. Examine the various levels

of socialization of the peoples

of the South-West geopolitical

zone;

5. Relate the origin ofthe

people in the South West

geopolitical zone.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

colonial occupations 

people.

4. Pupils in small groups relate

the various levels of

socialization i.e. Food, dress

culture, marriage, languages,

tribal marks, etc of the people

of the south-west geopolitical

zone.

5, Pupil, as individual research

more on the origin ofthe

people of the SouthWest

eo litical mne from home.

1. Pupils asaclass, name the

Nigerian people in the South-

1. Critical

thinking and

fizvt%..

Chart showing all basic

IN NIGERIA (ANCIENT) 1. Name the Nigerian people

in the South-West geopolitical

zme and their locations;

2. List the states in the

South-West geopolitical zones;

West and their locations

2. Pupils in small groups

mention the states in the

South-West

3. Pupils in pairs share and

problem solving.

2. Leadership and

personal

development

concepts of the topic

Picture chart shoving the

people of south-south 7J)ne

of Nigeria showing the nth-

south geopolitical
3. Explain the main pre-

colonial ocmpations in the

South-West zone;

4. Describe the main modes of

transport in the zone;

5. Examine the social

organization in the South-West

South geopolitical zone.

6. Analyze the political

organization of the peoples of

the South-South zone;

7. Relate the various

traditions of the people of the

South-South zone.

discuss fre main pre-colonial

occupations in the SouWWest

zone.

4. Pupils as a class brainstorm

and describe the main modes

of transport in the South-South

zone.

5. Pupils in groups examine
the social organization of the

people in the South-South

zone.

6. Pupils in pairs locate the
various people of the South-

South zone on the map of

Nigeria.



The origin 01 the

peoples ol' the South,

South geopolitical zone

) 1.1 TICAI. ZON

IN NIGERIA (MODERN)

WEEK(S) TOPIC(S) LEARNING OIIJECTIVF.S

fly the end 01 (he lesson, j'upils
should be able to:
i, Give the states in the South'

•zone;

2. Nanu• the capitals of the
states in the southßouth
I,'eopolitic.il zone;

LEARNING ACTIV11'lE(s)

l, as a class the
in the

geopolitical Zone,

in pairs, jncntion the
capital cities of the states in
the geopolitical
tone

5 SOUTH-SOUTH

(ANCIENT)CONTD

6 SOUTH EAST

GEOPOLITICAL ZONE

(MODERN)

7.

8 SOUTH EAST

GEOPOLITICAL ZONES

PEOPLES (ANCIENT)

CONTD

By the end of the lesson, pupils l. Pupils as a class mention the
should be able to: natural resources in South-South

geopolitical zone ofthe Nigeria.
I. Discuss the natural re;ources

in south-South geopolitical zone
2. Pupils in small groups

of Nigeria.

2. Mention the main pre-

colonial occupations in the

south-east geopolitical zone;

3. Describc the main mode of

transport in the south-east

zone;

4. l)iscuss the levels of

Socialisation in South-South

5. Pupils are guided into research

the origin of the people of South-
South

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1. Name the states in the south

east zone;

2. Mention the capitals of the

states in the south-east

geopolitical zone;

MID TERM BREAK

By the end of the lesson, Pupils

should be able to:

1. Pupils in pairs, write the

natural resources in South-East

mention the main pre-

colonial occupations in the

south-south geopolitical zone.

3. Pupils in pairs explain the

main mode of transport in the

south-south geopolitical zone.

4. Pupils as a class write the

various levels of socialization

in the south-south geopolitical

zone.

5. Pupils in small groups are

guided to research the origin

of the people of south-south

eo olitical zone.

1. Pupils as a class name the

states in the southeast zone.

2. Pupils in small groups, recall

the capitals of the states in the

southeast geopolitical zone.

1. Pupils as a class, mention

the peoples in the Northeast

geopolitical zone

2. Pupils in small groups,

2. Each pupils research on the relate the main pre-colonial

past and present governors of occupations ofthe people of

South-East northeast geopolitical zone to

the colonial era.

3. Pupils as a class, explain the

main mode of b•ansport of the

people of Northeast

geopolitical zone in the pre-

colonial times.

4. Pupils in pairs, discuss the

levels of socialization of the

people of North east

geopolitical zone.

5. Pupils as individuals

research on the origins of the

EMBEDDED

cone. SKILLS

l. Leadership and
pergonal

development

2, Critical
thinking and

problem solving

3, Digital literacy

'1. Citizenship,

1, Communication

and collaboration

2. Citizenship

1. Critical thinking

and problem

solving

2. Creaövity and

imagination

1. Critial thinldng

and problem

solving

2. Citizenship

LEARNING RESOURCFS

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES
Map of Nigeria showing the
states in the south.south
geopolitical zone.
Picture chart showing the
governors and national
resources of the soutluouth

geopolitical zone.

Gallery Walk
WEB RESOURCES SITE LINK

WWWmyguidcnigcrimcom>
W en.m.wikipcdia.org > wiki

> south...

https;/./yyw,britannjca.cojn/pl

accNigcria

wmy.airicawtat,orwlocu
AUDIO RESOURCES
Map of Nigeria showing the

south-south geopolitical zone.

Chart showing the basic

concepts ofthe topic

Pictures showing the people of

the south-south gcopolitical zone

WEB RFSOURCES SITE LINK

Ma-Ni >

W en.m.wikipedia.org > wiki >

History ...

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

Map of Nigeria showing the

states of south east zone.

Picture charts showing the

governors ofthe south east

zone.

WEB RESOURCES SITE LINK

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

Map of Nigeria showing the

south east geopolitical zone.

Gallery Walk

Picture Chart showing the

peoples of south-east

geopolitial zone.

WEB RESOURCES SITE LINK

article > view

the

colonial-a....

stable

peoples of the Northeast

geopolitical zone.



The traditions of

origins the people of

the northeast

VA)01itical zone.

NORTHERST

GEOPOLITICAL ZONFS
PEOPLES (MODERN)

1. Citizenship AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

By the end of the lesson, pupils 1. Pupils as a class mentions

thethat comprise 2. Communication Chart showing the basic

should be able to:

1. Name the states that

comprise the northeast

geopolitical zone;

2. Give the capitals of the

states in the north east zone;

3. Research the current

governors of the northeast

geopolitical zone;

4. Examine the natural

the states 

northeast geopolitical zone.

2. Pupils in small groups

mention and discuss the

capitals ofthe states in the

northeast geopolitical zone

3. Pupils, in pairs, wite the

names of the current

governors of the northeast

geopolitical zone.

and collaboratiom concepts of the topic

Gallery Walk

Picture chart showing the

current governors of the

northeast geopolitical zone.

Map of Nigeria showing the

states that compnse north east

zone.

WEB RESOURCES
> wiki >W en.m.wikpedia.org 

examine the
resources of the northeast

geopolitical zone.

4. Pupils as a class 
Northern.-

natural resources of the
openi.nlm.nih.gov>detailed

northeast geopolitical zone.
result

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES
10 NORTH CENTRAL

GEOPOLITICA.ZONE

(ANCIENT)

The levels of

socialization in the

north central

geopolitical zone.

The traditions of

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1. Give åe names of the

peoples of north cent-al

geopoliåcal zone and their

various locations;

2. Mention the main pre-

colonial occupation of the

people of nordl central

geopolitical zone;

3. Describe the main pre-

colonial mode of transport of

the people of north cent-al

geopolitical zone;

4. Relate the levels of

socialization in the norå

central eo litical zone;

5. Examine the traditions of

origins of the people offfe

origins of the people of

the north central

eo olidcal zone.

11 WEST
GEOPOLITICAL ZONE

(MODERN)

north central geopolitical zone.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to :

1. Mention the sütes that

comprise North West

geopoliücal zone;

2. Name the capitals of the

states in the North West

geopolitical zone;

3. Research the natural

resources of the North West

geopolitical zone;

4. Examine the current

governors of the North West

geopolitical zone.

1. Pupils as a dass name the
Map of Nigeria showing the

people of the nort central
north central geopolitical zone.

geopolfical zone.
Picture chart showing the

2. Pupils in small groups
people of north cent-al

describe and brainstorm on

the main pre-colonial
geopolitical zone.

occupaüon of the people of Gallery walk

SITE LINK
north central geopolitical zone. WEB RESOURCES 

3. Pupils in small voups WWW.researchgate.net>

describe and discuss the main WWW.mydnigeria.com > north-

pre-colonial mode of transport central...

of the people of north central WWW.myguidenigeria.com > no

geopolitical zone.

4. Individual pupil to research

the levels of socialization in

the nor-ff central geopolitical

zone.

5. Pupils as a class, examine

the traditions of origins of the

peoples of the north central

geopolitical zone

1. Pupils as a class mention the

states found in the Norå

West geopolitical zone.

2. Pupils, in small goups,

name the capital cities of åe

1. Creaüvity and

imagnation

2. Citzenship

3. Communication

and collaboration

edudelightt
12-13 REVISION&EXAMINATI General revision the

ON work of the term

states in the Nordi West

geopolitical zone.

3. Pupils, in pairs, share and

relate the natural resources in

the Nordi West geopolitical

zone.

4. Pupils, as a class, examine

North West geopolitical

zone.

tors.com
All learning activities All core skills
embarked upon during the

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

Map of Nigena showing the

states in the North West

geopolitical zone.

Picture chart showing the

current governors of the North

west zone

Charts showing the basic

concepts of the topic.

WEB RESOURCES SITE LINK

W en.m.wikipedia.org > wiki >

WWW.researchgate.net> figure

•a.

place >

All relevant resources and

materials used during the term.
term


